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A message
from our
Vice Chair

Before I reflect on some of the
achievements this year, I would like
to start by paying tribute to our
Chair, Rt Hon Frank Dobson, who
after 50 years of support and
association with the Charity, has
found it necessary to stand down
from his position due to poor health.
Frank has been the strongest
advocate and supporter that any
charity could wish for, and we
sincerely hope to be able to build on
his good work and passion, to
preserve and develop Coram’s Fields
as a safe haven for the children and
young people that use it.
Looking back over the last year, we
have been really pleased to see some
significant, tangible improvements
to the park facilities, the most
notable of which were the longawaited re-turfing of the east lawn
and the wonderful community café
which we reopened in May this year.
As with all improvements, and
indeed the continued running of
Coram’s Fields, we remain hugely
reliant upon the considerable efforts
of our internal fundraising, and the
very generous support of a range of
funders, corporate partners and
individuals.
It’s been incredibly pleasing to see
many of our services receive
growing recognition for their work
with young people and we’ve been

delighted to see a number of new
funding relationships develop as a
result.
Alongside this, our continued efforts
to diversify and grow our income
streams and the strong performance
of our Nursery and OSC during the
year, saw us avoid a much
anticipated deficit, and we were
pleased to end the year with a small
surplus.
From a service perspective, whilst
there have been many highlights to
note, our work in supporting young
people affected by violent crime has
resulted in some outstanding
outcomes for many of the young
people involved, whilst our efforts to
increase female participation across
our youth and sports programmes,
have seen more young females than
ever before attend our services.
Despite the considerable
improvements to facilities this year,
we know that significant investment
is needed to ensure that we
safeguard our historic buildings for
future generations.
We look forward to working with our
users and other key stakeholders
over the coming year, to deliver
further improvements to our site and
to continue to extend the reach and
impact of our services.

Deirdre Carty – Vice Chair
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Park and
Playground
It’s been a busy year at Coram’s

the return of this much valued

in July 2019, will ensure that our

Fields, during which our site has

resource, this time delivering an

users are able to benefit from

played host to an incredible array

‘in house’ social enterprise

some considerable

of community events. Our largest

model, that will see all profits

improvements to our site, as we

ever National Play Day event in

from the café, reinvested back

move into the busy summer

August, saw over 2,000 children

into the Charity.

period.

Continued improvements across

Our longer-term plans to

the park were also made possible

redevelop much of the site

thanks to a growing number of

remain and in late 2018,

corporate volunteer days, with

following a number of

teams from Lexis Nexis, Hogan

consultations with staff, parents

Lovells, NBC Universal

and young people, we were

International and Accenture all

delighted to complete the first

giving up their time to support a

stage of the architectural process,

range of projects, from the re-

setting out our early vision for

filling of our sand pits, to the re-

the site.

and families come together to
celebrate a child’s right to play,
whilst the delivery of two young
women’s sports days, led to more
than 500 girls from both primary
and secondary schools across
Camden, Westminster and
Islington, descend on the park for
a day packed with free sporting
opportunities.
Alongside this, the refurbishment

painting of our Nursery and

and re-launch of our café in May,

Guide Hall. Further planned

thanks to the generosity and

improvements to a significant

support of MACE Interiors, led to

section of our main playground
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1.

Our newly returfed east lawn

2.

Our newly refurbished café, located
in the north east corner of the park

3.

Lexis Nexis volunteers replenish 40
tonnes of sand in the Under 5s play
area

1

2
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Case Study
Chloe, aged 14 has attended over 144 sessions of our Youth
Programme in the last year and has been involved in a number

Youth
Programme

of projects including Citrus Saturday. At home, Chloe is the
principle carer to her father. In April 2018, our Youth Workers
began weekly 1:1 sessions with Chloe to support her with a
number of issues that she was facing, including difficulties in
school – Chloe at the time had the most behaviour warnings in
her entire school and was on the verge of permanent exclusion.
Over the course of the last year, through her sessions with our
youth worker, she has been able to explore her passion for music
and to understand some of the things that were affecting her
1.

2.

Young people selling freshly
made lemonade at Camden
Market as part of our Citrus
Saturday business enterprise
project
Young people at a go-karting
activity during half term

behaviour in school. Despite losing her mother last year, Chloe
has been on a remarkable journey - she is now in the top set in
maths and science and is captain of her school dodgeball and
table tennis teams. In March 2019, Chloe won the ‘Personal
Journey Award’ at the Camden Youth Awards – We’re incredibly
proud of her achievements!

2018/19 has seen Coram’s Fields
firmly entrench itself as one, if
not the leading provider of youth
services in Camden. The
establishment of a highly skilled
team and a commitment to
partnership and multi-agency
working, has ensured that we
have been able to deliver some
outstanding outcomes for young
people. In particular, our success
in working with high risk young
people, has seen us take on an
increasingly influential role in
local discussions, including
shaping the recommendations of
the Youth Safety Task Force, a
group set up by Keir Starmer and
Councillor Abdul Hai, to tackle
the fast growing issue of violent

1

crime among young people in
Camden.

2
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Out of School
Club (OSC)
2018/19 has been a particularly

for the young people that we

Help Team, we were able to

strong year for our Out of School

work with.

deliver a bigger event than ever

Club. Our prominent role in the

before, attracting over 2,000

‘Play Provider’s Network’ and

Alongside this, we continue to be

children and parents to an

close working with a range of

the lead partner and host of the

activity packed day, designed to

other voluntary and statutory

borough’s largest National Play

raise awareness about the vital

partners, has been symptomatic

Day event. In August 2018, with

role of play in supporting

of our efforts to use partnership

the financial support of the

children’s personal, social and

working as a means of delivering

Young Camden Foundation,

emotional development.

increasingly positive outcomes

Camden’s Play Service and Early

2

Case Study
In the lead up to the Awesome Winter Party last December, our
Kids Council alongside other young people from the OSC, took
on the ambitious task of planning our first ever community
party! Through a number of meetings with our CEO and OSC
1.

2.

1
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Young people from our Kids
Council, meet with our CEO,
Stuart Woods, to plan our first
ever ‘Awesome Winter Party’ in
November 2018
A young person has their face
painted as part of the play day
celebrations in August 2018

manager, young people developed their initial concept into a full
event plan, taking decisions on everything from; what activities
should be on offer to the music played on the night – They even
found the time to design over 200 customised party bags. The
project led to young people developing their planning and
organisational skills, whilst also giving them the opportunity to
understand and contribute to the wider work of the Charity
// 9
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Sports
Programme
As we reached the half-way point

piloting of a new outreach

2018, recognition for our efforts

of our three-year sports strategy,

programme to target young

came in the form of a Camden

there was much to shout about.

people at risk, which furthered

Active Mark, with our sports

The year saw engagement of

our understanding of the barriers

programme receiving the highest

females in our programme reach

faced by many in accessing sport.

possible award (Beacon + Quality

an all-time high and the

It also provided an invaluable

Mark) and saw us become one of

development of new initiatives to

insight into the direction that the

only a handful of organisations

improve access for disabled

programme needed to take over

holding the award in Camden.

young people, alongside the

the year ahead. In December

2

Case Study
Arbies first attended our sports programme when he was 5 years
old, he was a regular at our Friday Football sessions and has
played for Coram’s Fields on numerous occasions. Last year,
Arbies developed an interest in coaching, and was offered the
opportunity to deliver a session he had once attended as a child.
At the age of 17, Arbies was supported by our sports team in

1
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1.

Young girls taking part in our
new SSE Wildcats football session

2.

One of our young people gets the
opportunity to play at the Oval
cricket ground in summer 2018

obtaining a Level 1 referee qualification. Since completing his
qualification, Arbies has been employed as a referee at the
Camden Youth League that takes place at Coram’s Fields every
week and continues to be a strong model for many of the
younger children that access our programme.
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Under 5s
Drop In

Nursery
It’s been a terrific year for our

In October 2018, we were

Nursery – during which we saw

delighted to see the efforts of our

demand for the service continue

staff team recognised following a

to grow. Following previous

successful Ofsted inspection that

recruitment challenges, we were

saw the service rated ‘Good’

delighted to be able to welcome a

across the board, whilst

number of new faces to the team

highlighting a number of areas of

and we have been thrilled to see

best practice.

the positive impact of these
changes on the children’s
learning and development.

‘Staff have warm,
nurturing relationships
with children. They
interact positively with
them, take care to find out
about children's likes and
dislikes and use this
information well to help
children to settle securely’

Our Under 5s Drop In continued
to provide a range of support to
local parents during the year, on
average delivering over 15 hours

(Ofsted - October 2018)

of support to around 75 families
per week, many of whom have
become reliant on the service. A
diverse programme of activities,
including everything from messy
play to interactive music
sessions, have ensured that our
Drop In continues to appeal to a
wide audience, whilst the
creation of a warm, calm space
where parents can interact with
their children free from
interruption, has brought
multiple benefits to both children
and parents alike.

1
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1.

Child taking part in water play
and learning about aquatic
animals

2.

A child attending our Musical
Monday session in our Drop In
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CEO plans for
the future
Following a hugely successfully year, during which our
services thrived, the focus in the months and years
ahead will be two fold; to continue to build on our
work to improve the quality and reach of our services,
whilst driving forward efforts to deliver a more
sustainable financial model for the Charity – many of
the foundations for which have now been laid.

Roland Nissan, 2019

As we head towards the launch of

From a service perspective,

For our play service, the

In addition to this, following a

and re-opening of our

existing fundraising resources,

our Patron’s Circle in July this

following a year of significant

culmination of a seven-year

period of significant

community café as a social

before appointing and

year, the scheme has already

growth, particularly for our youth

commission by Camden, means

improvements across our Early

enterprise, a commitment to a

commencing work with

received a very positive response

and sports programmes, 2019/20

that we start the year needing to

Years’ service and our successful

programme of maintenance for

architects to produce our final

from the local community, and

will inevitably be a period of

re-tender for support for the

Ofsted inspection in late 2018, we

some of our Grade II listed

plans.

we’ve been thrilled to pick up

stabilisation. Further work to

service. However, confirmation

are looking forward to another

buildings and the transformation

some early support. The initial

improve our quality assurance

of a light touch tender process by

successful year in our Nursery

of part of our main adventure

indications are that, if delivered

frameworks will ensure that our

Camden has removed much of

and Under 5s Drop In. Work with

playground in 2019/20, will bring

well, the scheme has the potential

services continue to reach those

the apprehension regarding the

local partners will be key to our

further improvements to our user

to provide a new and hugely

most in need, providing an even

service’s future, and we are

success, as we seek to continually

experience.

valuable source of sustainable

greater insight into the impact of

hopeful that we’ll be able to

improve the quality and diversity

income for the Charity and will

our work, whilst enabling us to

secure a new long term

of our offer to local families.

be a crucial piece of the jigsaw, as

quickly respond to emerging

commitment to the service by the

we again look to redress the

needs within the community.

early summer.

financial position that we began
the year with.
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Despite the obvious challenges,
2019/20 promises to be an
exciting year for the Charity. The
opportunity to build on the
success and impact of our work

Having also completed the first

to date continues to provide us

iteration of our plans for the

with the motivation and

Following a year of considerable

longer term redevelopment of the

determination to overcome any

improvements across the site,

site in early 2019, the next year

challenges faced both now and in

including the re-turfing of our

will prove crucial, as we look to

the future.

east lawn and the redevelopment

secure funding to build our
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